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SCHOOL ANNUAL DAY- DECEMBER 02, 2007.
Event Report by: Rafique Jaffri

Background & introduction:
Fakhr-e-Imdad Foundation is a not-for -profit organization endeavoring for the provision of quality education
to children of remote areas. we envision an educated and healthy society with a sincere effort in helping
community in the field of education, technical trainings and providing health care to the poor people in our
rural areas to reach the destination of a prosperous literate poverty immune society.
The foundation is currently running a school at Mirwah Gorchani and is in the seventh year of its journey
towards community development.

Objectives of the Event:
Strengthening the Coordination among parent's teachers and surrounding communities
Dissemination of information among stakeholders & Launching of Souvenir
Recognition of services of Foundation team for rendering services in Education
Boosting student's confidence through Awards distribution Launching of Souvenir
Extra and co-curricular activities boost up the artistic fair among the students and
increases confidence in the academia

Proceedings:
Fakhr-e-Imdad Foundation School Mirwah Gorchani celebrated its Annual School Day on December 2,
2007. The District Coordination Officer Mirpurkhas Syed Mumtaz Ali Shah honored the day as chief guest,
when the event was presided over by Mr. Mazharul-Haq Siddiqui, Vice chancellor of Sindh University.
Dr. Qamaruddin Siddiqui, Ms. Sultana Siddiqui, Mr. Munawar Aalam Siddiqui, Shaikh M Anees, Mrs. Akhtar
Jabeen Siddiqui, Mr. Muhammad Hassan Bhutto, Mr. Shunaid Qureshi, Mr. Zuhair Siddiqui, Mr. Duraid
Qureshi and Mr. Zubair Ashraf Siddiqui were invited as guests of honour.
Proceedings began with the recitation of holy Quran followed by Hamd and Naat, by school students. Miss
Shazia and Ms Zarina Maher, school teacher, who co-steered the stage announcements, welcomed the
guests in School Annual Day celebrations.
Extra and co-curricular activities boost up the artistic fair among the students and increases confidence in
the academia. The Annual day celebrations were cheered by School student's performance on variety
Tableaus. The audience gave them rousing applauded on performing Allama Iqbal's dua ' lab pe ati he dua
ben key tamana meri ; song of Alan fakir-Zarina Baloch; recitation of nursery Urdu Poem and Amen jo
pegham ; song of Chalro ; and performance on a tableau depicting the characters of Umer Marvi. The
students also colored the annual day celebrations with Fancy Dress Show, which portrayed regional
dresses of Pakistan.

The Souvenir and redesigned website of Fakhr-e-Imdad foundation were also inaugurated on the annual day
celebration. Meanwhile the chairperson of School Management Committee Mrs. Akhtar Jabeen Siddiqui Handed
over the keys of newly purchased school van to principal
Recognition Shields were awarded to Mr. Kamran Fareed For web-designing and computer graphic work done for
souvenir; to Educationist Mr. G. K Eisani, and to the principal for their dedicated work in school management
Committee. Mr. Shaikh Muhammad Anees was rewarded with lifetime achievement shield.
Mr. Rafique Ahmed Jaffri, CEO, presented on organizational activities and achievements. He highlighted the overall
activities at school and the holding of eye camp at Digri. The school principal Prof. A.F. Mughal Presented on
academic activities and an overview of school achievements. Miss Afshan Bano Naqvi contributed in the
presentation by highlighted the achievements of vocational training to students of Class Vi and VII. She also shared
the vision of commencing vocational classes for women of the area and facilitating them in developing market
linkages.
Mr. Shunaid Qureshi, Secretary of Fakhr-e-Imdad Foundation, in his speech specially focused on school
achievements. - He said Fakhr-e-Imdad foundation has completed its seven years of service to mankind. He felt
proud that organization has not only provided quality education to the community living away from urban facilities
but has also started efforts for health facilities and the example of these services is the free eye camp at Digri.
Ms Sultana Siddiqui, Director of the foundation, briefly underlined the background that led to the establishment of
Fakhr-e-Imdad Foundation. She emphasized at the two basic objectives i.e. providing quality education to children
of remote areas and; providing basic health facilities to the people of those area. She showed her gratitude at
achieving the first benchmark by establishing a school and showed satisfaction over the current activities.

Inauguration of Foundation Souvenir

DCO Mirpurkhas, Syed Mumtaz Ali Shah in his chief guest speech acknowledged the efforts of Foundation
Management and school faculty in imparting quality education to students of this very rural area. He hoped
that the institution would not only help to bridge the gap between public sectors contribution and the
requirements of development of social sector at the grass root level but also prove itself as a mentor and
boasting factor for other organizations. He appreciated the foundation team for their commitment and
dedication towards achieving the success of their social sector projects. He reiterated District
Governments support in this holy cause.

Mr. Mazharul-Haq Siddiqui, in his presidential address re-outlined the core objectives of access to "quality
education and improved heath" that the foundation aims at since its very inception. He proudly showed his
satisfaction on program success and cordially congratulated the foundation's team, the philanthropist and
stakeholders who made it possible. He, however, pointed at the alarming need of outreaching the program
activities, which can only be possible through strong commitment and continuity of dedicated work. He
called up philanthropist to come up to strengthen the cause. He informed the gathering that donations are
in to upgrade school building and the work would soon be underway. He hoped that with upgraded
construction there will be more children benefiting form quality education. Mr. Mazharul-Haq specially
referred Mr. Munwar Mandharwala for extending 20-acres of land for school and health projects.

Conclusion:
Mr. Rafique Ahmed Jaffri, CEO of the foundation, conveyed his thanks to all participating guests for their
valuable presence on the annual day celebrations and providing instant feedback on school and
organizational activities.

